A quantitative characterization of movement trajectories, using the parameters of a linear second-order dynamical system, was developed in order to make possible comparisons among classes of movements, in particular classes defined by linguistic factors such as syllable position, stress and vowel quality. Testing on simulated data with known parameter values showed that natural frequency, the parameter of principal interest, could be estimated with a mean error of no more than 5%, if only frequency and d.c. level were allowed to vary during the fitting procedure. The movement trajectories were divided into sections ("windows") in two ways: at successive displacement peaks and valleys, and at the right edge of plateau regions around such extreme values. The damping ratio was estimated by fitting the data at damping ratios that were varied from 0.0 to 1.0, then selecting the fit of each window of data that had the least error. Measured articulatory data were also analyzed using fits made with a single fixed damping ratio, rather than the variable damping ratios obtained by using the least error criterion. Although the values obtained for natural frequency increased, on average, as the damping ratio increased, the patterns of the effects of the factors remained stable at all the tested damping ratios.
INTRODUcnON
When studying articulatory movement data, the problem of measuring a continuously varying signal must be faced. Analysis of such a signal requires a quantitative description of the spatial and temporal properties of the movement. A useful description of the movement would have fewer degrees of freedom than the data and capture its characteristics as a member of a class of movements, while accurately representing its idiosyncratic properties. Such a description should also facilitate comparison among classes of related movements. A kinematic description of a movement, which connects displacements to specific times, may fail to capture the underlying relatedness among class members; for these reasons, a more abstract, dynamical description seems preferable. Various investigators have modelled the movements of the speech articulators as a dynamical system (e.g., Sonoda & Kiritani, 1976; Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980; Ostry, Keller, & Panish, 1983; Browman & Goldstein, 1985; Kelso, Saltzman, & Tuller, 1986; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) .
The equations of motion for a dynamical system represent changes in spatial variables over time by stating a relationship among variables of motion that remains constant over time. An example of a simple dynamical system is the mass-spring system, modelled by a linear, secondorder dynamical system. This type of dynamical system has been shown to produce trajectories with the connection between displacement and peak velocity that is characteristic of (reiterant) speech movements over changes in stress and speaking rate (Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982; Kelso, Vatikiotis-Bateson, Saltzman, & Kay, 1985; Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1988) . In particular, changes in stress have been treated as changes in articulator stiffness (Munhall, Ostry, & Parush, 1985; Kelso et aI., 1985;  where m=mass, b=damping, k=stiffness, and xo =rest position. (In the work reported here, mass is assumed to be equal to 1.) The parameters extracted from the movement data correspond to the coefficients of the trigonometric form of the solution, shown in (2) below, which can be related analytically to the mass-spring equation above.
where a=growth,~=observed frequency, d.c. is the dc offset or constant level, A and B are a function of two selected values from the data (to be discussed later), and 9 is determined by A and B.
The parameters in equations (1) and (2) are related as follows a =:b. , fJ =Y4k -b 2 ,anddc. =xo (3) 2 2 when mass = 1. Observed frequency (~) is related to natural frequency (roo) and damping ratio, itself a function of damping and natural frequency:
Browman & Goldstein, 1985) , since change in the displacement/peak velocity relationship can be modelled in a second-order system as a change in articulator stiffness (Cooke, 1980) . Modelling articulatory data as a dynamical system relates it to a well-defined system with a constrained description. Thus a relatively small number of parameters is needed to specify a particular trajectory within a given system. An overall comparison of two classes of movements can be made by comparing the two sets of parameters that represent the classes rather than comparing two sets of trajectories directly. The work reported here investigates how the parameters for a second-order dynamical system, particularly stiffness and damping, reflect changes in linguistic factors such as stress, syllable position, and vowel quality.-The first part of this paper will discuss the procedures used to verify the accuracy with which trajectories can be modelled by a particular second-order system. In the second part of the paper, we will show that the extracted parameters capture systematic effects of the linguistic factors on articulatory movements.
In order to extract the dynamic parameters that characterize the articulatory trajectories, we have developed a computer program (PARFIT) to identify these parameters using nonlinear leastsquares curve fitting. The system used as a model is the mass-spring, whose equation is mx + bi + k(x -xo) =0 x{t) =&t(A cos f3t + Bsin f3t~+ dc. A particular set of dynamical parameters describes a particular dynamical system that fits the articulatory data for a period of time. But the system state controlling the articulatory movements does not remain the same indefinitely: continuous movement is associated with a set of phonetically discrete units, or "gestures" (see Browman & Goldstein, 1989) . The system parameters change between different phonetic units. Thus the movements themselves must be divided up into the sections or "windows" that correspond to different control regimes for discrete phonetic units (Browman & Goldstein, 1985) . How to section the continuous movements, and how the sectioning may relate to phonetically significant units, is an empirical issue in itself, with important effects on the extracted parameter values. The effects of different ways of dividing data into segments, or "windows," is discussed below.
At Haskins, a computational model of linguistic gestures is being developed that uses a secondorder, damped mass-spring system to generate model articulator trajectories (Browman, Goldstein, Saltzman, & Smith, 1986; Saltzman, Rubin, Goldstein, & Browman, 1988; Browman & Goldstein, 1990) . Since the data analysis reported here was intended to uncover characteristic patterns for use with this model, the requirements of the model (e.g. the use of a second-order system) were a constraint on the type of dynamical system chosen for the parameter extraction. The model also oriented the data analysis; for example, since one simplifying assumption currently implemented in the model is that the damping ratio is constant, we investigated how well a constant damping ratio could characterize the articulatory movements.
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED DATA
To interpret the characterization of the data provided by the extracted parameters, we need to know how reliable the results are, not only in the sense of how close are the values provided by the program to the "true" parameters of the data, in the case that they are independently known, but also how well the parameters mirror changes in the data. That is, how consistently do the parameter values characterize the data? In order to' test the reliability and consistency of the program, we first tested it on simulated data.
PARFIT returns the squared error of the fit of each window. However, that information alone does not show how a given error size translates into differences between fit and data curves. It is also necessary to know how accurately the size of the squared error can be used to select the set of parameter values that best fits the data curve. To answer this question we need a way to compare the parameters supplied by PARFIT with the values that actually gave rise to the data. This comparison is possible when simulated data created with known parameter values are analyzed.
Simulated data
Four sets of simulated data were created that were intended to capture the range of values that were expected, on the basis of previous experience, in the measured data. Two of these sets had a natural frequency of 4 Hz and two of 12 Hz. Of each of these pairs, one set had a displacement amplitude in the first window of approximately +/-150 and the other +/-1000 machine units. For each combination of frequency and displacement amplitude, eleven data curves were created at damping ratios from 0.0 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1. Examples of the shapes of the curves for four of these damping ratios in the 4 Hz, low amplitude set are shown in Figure 1 . There were a total of 44 data files, each with a unique combination of frequency, displacement amplitude and damping ratio.
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..13~---.,I.. To compare possible effects of different methods of sectioning curves, the trajectories were divided into windows in two different ways (see Figure 1) . One was the customary peak-to-valley size unit, referred to here as Peak windows, where each window (portion of the curve) extends from the midpoint of a peak (or valley) to the midpoint of the next valley (or peak). An alternative to this method, referred to as "CV windows", was also tested. This method was intended to include the relatively flat plateau regions around displacement extrema with the regions of movement between these plateaus. One possible way of accomplishing this result is to divide the trajectories at points of peak velocity (Browman & Goldstein, 1985) ; however, such divisions do not correspond in any obvious way to linguistically significant aspects of the articulation. Another possible way is to divide the trajectories into plateau regions around position peaks or valleys, with relatively straight paths between these regions. However, preliminary investigations revealed that analyzing the straight portions was problematic, since such regions could be fit by curves with a very wide range of parameter values. Therefore, the method that was ultimately used included the region around a peak (or valley) as well as the movement towards it (see Figure 1) . Each CV window extended from the right edge of a plateau region around a peak (or valley) to the right edge of the next valley (or peak). In the simulations, the plateaus begin or end within 1% of the range of amplitude after the extreme peak or valley of the trajectory. The parameters obtained from two sets of analyses, one using these CV windows and the other the Peak windows, were then compared.
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The analyses below treat only the results of the analysis of the first window in each simulation, because each window in measured articulatory data is assumed to be the first window of a new regime; thus, the first window of the simulated data should be most similar to the measured articulatory data. The first window in the simulations was always an "opening" (lowering) movement.
Procedure
PARFIT fits curves using a multidimensional Newton's method with a least-squared error criterion. That is, the program attempts to find a set of parameters such that the sum of squares of the differences between the positions generated by those parameters and the corresponding position data points is minimized. Further details about the algorithm used for fitting and tests of its validity can be found in McGowan, Smith, Browman, and Kay (1990) . When all five parameters of equation (2a) that characterize a fit (frequency, constant level, growth, and the amplitude coefficients of the cosine and sine) were allowed to vary, the results obtained were unstable; that is, the parameters tended to trade off against one another, so that a small change in the curve resulted in large changes in two or more parameters. Therefore, the number of parameters to be fit at the same time was reduced to three (frequency, constant level, and growth) by treating the coefficients of the cosine and the sine in the equation for the curve, equation (2a), as functions of the above three parameters plus a pair of values selected directly from the data. Two alternative pairs of derived data values were tested. In one, referred to throughout as the "Initial condition", or Initial fit, the displacement and velocity of the data curve at the first point in the window being analyzed were selected. In the other, referred to throughout as the "Boundary condition", or Boundary fit, the displacements at both the initial and final points of that window were selected.
Tests were run using the above three parameters (frequency, constant level, and growth), fitting the simulated data. These tests (McGowan, Smith, Browman, and Kay 1988) revealed that. although the fits might be fairly close to the data (a squared error of approximately 1 x lOE-7), the variance of the parameter values could be of the same magnitude as the values themselves, except that the variance was a little smaller for frequency in Boundary fits. In addition, the remaining parameters still had the potential to trade off against one another (indicated by large covariance among them). These results suggested that even three parameters may be too many to get stable results. To cut back to only two parameters, analyses were run holding damping ratio constant, and allowing only frequency and constant level to vary. In this procedure, the damping ratio of the data was estimated by analyzing the data at many different damping ratios and selecting the one providing the fit with the lowest error.
Each of the 44 simulated data files was sectioned using both CV and Peak windows. Then, each file was analyzed with PARFIT for each Window Type using both the Initial and the Boundary conditions with the damping ratio held fixed at 11 values in .1 increments from 0.0 (undamped) to 1.0 (critically damped). This meant that each of the 44 simulated data files was analyzed, or fit, 44 times. The one exception was files labeled with CV windows, when analyzed using the Boundary condition. These files were not fit with critical damping because of the inherent contradiction between the curve after the displacement extremum in CV windows, and the nature of critical damping. A critically damped curve will not tum away from its displacement extremum unless it has high initial velocity, and the initial velocity in all windows was very low because of the criteria used to section the curves into windows. This contradiction was only a problem with the Boundary fits because in that condition both endpoints of the window must be fit exactly, whereas in the Initial condition the fit curve may diverge from the final value in the window.
To control how closely the fit must correspond to the (simulated) data, the lowest desired error between fit and data was specified. (The error criterion was increased when no fit could be found using a more restrictive lower error.) Since a change in the size of the error criterion can result in different fits being found, the smallest error criterion used in fitting the simulated data was chosen on the basis of preliminary analyses of measured articulatory data, although because the simulated data were perfectly smooth and noise-free, many fits had errors much smaller than the criterion.
One of the general concerns in finding fits was that the program sometimes found parameters that, although they fit the data with relatively low error, were clearly inappropriate. For example, sometimes the value for the parameter constant level, which represents the amount of d.c. offset of the target, was far greater than any amplitude value reached by the data curve. This kind of fit occurred if the program analyzed the data curve as corresponding to only a small portion of the underlying cycle of the model curve. To exclude such fits, constraints were placed on the ranges of possible values for the parameters. The constraints permitted parameter values to vary over a larger range of values than was expected to occur in the data. For example, the observed frequency was constrained to be between 0 and 20 Hz; the range of possible values for growth was limited to between -200 and 5 sec·1, allowing only damped curves, with an allowance for a small positive amount of growth; and the constant level could not exceed 1.1 times the amplitude range of the window. (For opening Oowering) gestures, this value was the minimum allowable d.c. value; for closing (raising) gestures, the maximum. If the multiplication factor were exactly 1.0, then in the case of critically damped data, this would imply that the d.c. value-the rest position or targetwas expected to be exactly the extreme amplitude value in the window. 1.1 allows a little leeway in this assumption, I.e., the target can be a little beyond the observed extrema. This assumption is most restrictive in the critically damped case.)
In addition, we could check more directly whether the fit curve was a reasonable portion of the underlying curve. The program provides values for the phase angle, which is the number of degrees of the curve that were fit, defined in terms of its natural frequency. Windows being fit were typically approximately half-cycles of the observed frequency. As the damping (ratio) increases, for example, for peak-to-valley windows, the observed movement extremum-ISO degrees of the observed frequency-corresponds to an increasing phase angle of the underlying natural frequency. In addition, as the estimated frequency increases, the estimated phase angle also increases, for a given movement curve. Thus, expected values of the phase angle can be calculated as a function of damping ratio and natural frequency. In our testing process, for simulations with damping ratio less than .9 the correct regime always had the phase angle within 10% of the correct value. In this way the phase angle provided us with a check on the accuracy of the criterion of leastsquared error for selecting the best fit, since a highly divergent phase angle suggests the fit is not close to the data, particularly if the error for the fit is also relatively high.
Selecting among the fits
With the goal of finding fits that gave accurate estimates of the parameters, the criterion chosen to select among fits was the size of the squared error. Among fits of the same data file made under similar conditions, the hypothesis was that the one with the smallest squared error (referred to as "least error") should be the most accurate fit. This hypothesis was tested by seeing if smaller error reliably correlated with a fit that provided parameter values closer to the correct values for the simulation than fits with larger error. Fits whose error sizes were close to each other should not differ greatly. These results will be discussed below.
Selected fits were also compared qualitatively using graphical representations to see how they diverged from the simulated curve. An example of such a comparison is shown in Figure 2 , which illustrates the results of using increasing damping ratio to fit an undamped curve using the Boundary condition. At damping ratios .2 and .5, the fits shown in Figure 2 (a) and 2(b) diverge slightly from the simulated data curve, but they are quite close and in both cases fit the simulation, which consisted of half a cycle of an undamped sinusoidal curve, with approximately half of one cycle of the fit curve. As is apparent from Figure 2 (c), the close fit breaks down at fit damping ratio .8. In this case, the fit curve diverges drastically from the simulation, fitting the endpoints exactly (because the fit was run using the Boundary condition), but using much more than half of one cycle of the fit curve to fit the half-cycle simulated data window. Since the fit must meet the simulation at the endpoints, an alternative strategy for the fitting procedure would be to fit the undamped half-cycle simulation with much less than half a cycle of a damped curve. Both of these possible strategies occur in fitting when the damping ratios of the data and the fit are incompatible. Inaccuracy of the type shown by this fit is eliminated by the least errol" criterion, which would select for this curve a fit . other than the one generated by a damping ratio of .8. In fact, it will be shown that the least error criterion selected a fit generated by a damping ratio no more than .1 away from the actual damping ratio of any simulation.
Time --.. (c) Figure: 2. The solid line represents a half-e:yde of an undamped, simulated data curve (damping ratio 0.0). The fl. show fits of this culVe using the Boundary condition (a) with a damping ratio of .2, (b) with a damping ratio of . 5, and (c:) with a damping ratio of .s.
The Peak Initial fit-that is, fits using the Initial condition and Peak windows-are In order to determine how accurately the damping ratio of a curve could be estimated, for each simulated data file and combination of window type and InitiaVBoundary condition the damping ratio of the fit that had the smallest error was selected. Table 1 shows how many times (out of 11 data files per condition) the fixed damping ratio that gave the smallest error was in fact the actual damping ratio of the simulated data.
artificially accurate, because in these simulations, the first window started at the first data point, making it impossible to calculate the velocity using a centered difference as was normally done. Therefore the exact value for the velocity (=0) was provided, making these fits more accurate than they would normally be. The accuracy of Peak Initial fits cannot, as a result, be compared directly to the accuracy of the other types of fit. (See McGowan, Smith, Browman, and Kay (1990) for more details of these analyses.) Figure 3 shows the distribution of least error fits around the correct value for the damping ratio. The simulations were grouped into those with "low" damping ratio, 0.0 -0.8, and "high" damping ratio, 0.9 and 1.0. The rationale for this grouping will be discussed below. Peak Initial fits were excluded from this comparison because they always gave the correct answer; therefore the graph includes only 44 CV Initial fits and 88 Boundary fits. Although the least error criterion did not always select the correct regime, it was usually close: the graph shows that 88% of the least error fits were within +/-.1 of the correct damping ratio. Estimated damping ratio· Actual damping ratio Figure 3 . Out of 132 (44 CV Initial and 88 Boundal}') fits, the number of fits for the indicated difference between the actual damping ratio of the simulation and the estunated damping ratio (using least error). When the least error fit gave too Iowan estimate of damping ratio, the value is plotted as negative. When the least error fit gave too high an estimate of damping ratio, the value is ploUed as positive.
The least error fits in which the damping ratios were more than +1-.1 away from the correct damping ratio tended to fall into two groups. Least error fits with damping ratio more than .2 away from the correct damping ratio occurred only in Initial CV fits; moreover, these instances all involved simulations at damping ratios of .6 or less. Conversely, the Boundary condition came closer to the correct damping ratio for data with lower damping ratios and selected less accurately for data at .9 and 1.0. This contrast in the behavior of the two conditions suggested that perhaps the different conditions should be used for different damping ratios of the simulated data. When the Boundary condition was used for fits whose damping ratio was 0.0 to 0.8, and the Initial condition for fits with damping ratios of 0.9 and 1.0, 87 of the 88 data files had the least error fit within +1-0.1 of the correct damping ratio. These results suggest that the Boundary condition should be specified for analyses using fit damping ratios between 0.0 and 0.8, while the Initial condition should be specified for analyses using fit damping ratios of 0.9 or 1.0.
Further evidence suggesting that Boundary fits are preferable to Initial fits at lower damping ratios was found in tests performed on simulated data with damping ratios of .4 and .8 to see how sensitive the fits are to noise (McGowan, Smith, Browman, and Kay (1990». In simulated data with added noise, the damping ratio of the least error fit using the Boundary condition was more consistently close to the damping ratio of the data than the least error fit using the Initial condition. Also, the parameters obtained using the Boundary condition had covariance matrices whose elements were smaller relative to the parameter values themselves than parameters obtained using the Initial condition. This test constituted further evidence that the Boundary condition was more stable in fits at damping ratios up to .8.
Accuracy of values for natural frequency
With a criterion for choosing a fit provisionally established, we continued to test it by investigating the accuracy of the natural frequency estimates· for all fits whose damping ratio fell within +1-0.1 of the correct damping ratio, since that was the limit of the accuracy with which the damping ratio of the fit could estimate the damping ratio of the simulated data. Comparison between Initial and Boundary conditions with regard to accuracy in estimating natural frequency showed that there was an interaction between condition and damping ratio of the fit similar to what was found in estimating damping ratio. When the optimal combinations of these interactions were used, on the average the estimated natural frequencies were within 5% of the correct value.
An examination of trends in the natural frequency estimations showed that the accuracy of its values was more sensitive to the accuracy of the estimated damping ratio as the damping ratio increased. This means that an error in damping ratio will have more effect on the estimated value of frequency for highly damped data than for relatively underdamped data. However, the tests reported here suggest that any error in estimating damping ratio should be no more than .1, even for highly damped data (assuming the optimal InitiaVBowldary conditions are used).
Initial versus boundary conditions
To compare the accuracy of the values for natural frequency provided by the least error fits, the mean percentage error of all the fits whose damping ratios were within +1-.1 of the correct damping ratio is plotted in Figure 4 for each damping ratio of the simulations. (Recall that the Initial condition Peak window fits, which have very low error, were artificially accurate.) At lower damping ratios, the error of the Boundary fits is somewhat smaner than the error of the Initial fits for CV windows. This difference becomes small in simulations with damping ratios of .6 and .7, and reverses at damping ratios of .8 and above. Indeed, at damping ratios of .9 and 1.0, the error of the Boundary fits becomes dramatically higher, while the error of the Initial fits remains at approximately the same leveL Clearly Initial fits are to be preferred at damping ratios of .9 and 1.0, with a mean error of 6.1%.
For simulations with damping ratios of 0.9-1.0, the accuracy for Initial fits was clearly much better than that for Boundary fits. However, for less damped simulations, Boundary and Initial conditions gave more similar results. Since Initial fits with Peak windows were artificially accurate (as discussed in section 2.3), a more realistic comparison of Initial and Boundary fits for the less damped data would eliminate the Peak windows, and compare only fits made using CV windows, as shown in the first row of Table 2 . Comparing only these fits, an analysis of variance (using BMDP 4V) showed that the mean error for Boundary fits was significantly lower than for In"itial fits (F=15.14, p<.OOl), supporting the preference for Boundary fits for data fit at damping ratios of 0.0-0.8. Damping ratio Figure 4 . For simulations at each damping ratio using all fits whose damping ratios were within +1-.1 of the simulation, the absolute value of the mean percentage error in the estimates of natural frequency provided by the fits. The results discussed above showed a distinction in accuracy of estimates of natural frequency between Initial and Boundary fits for damping ratios below .8 and those at damping ratios of .9 and 1.0. In section 2.3 we discussed how the higher accuracy and lower variability of estimations of damping ratio in the Boundary condition fits suggested that it might be preferred over the Initial condition at the lower damping ratios, up through .8. To test whether .8 should indeed be included with the lower damping ratios, using the Boundary condition, further comparisons were made between Initial and Boundary condition fits in simulations whose damping ratio was exactly .8. Again, the accuracy of the estimates of natural frequency were compared only in fits whose damping ratios were within +/-0.1 of the correct damping ratio, that is 0.7-0.9. Since the Initial Peak fits were (misleadingly) artificially accurate, a comparison between Boundary and Initial was made using CV windows only. For the .8 simulations, in CV windows, there was not a significant difference in the accuracy of frequency values between Initial and Boundary fits (F=0.88, p=.36, excluding one outlying Boundary value), as shown in the second row of Table 2 . Therefore, based on the damping ratio analyses we included fit damping ratios of .8 in the lower group, and in all future analyses used the Boundary condition for fits whose damping ratios were .8 or lower, and the Initial condition for fits with damping ratios of .9 or 1.0. By taking advantage of this interaction between the condition options and fit damping ratios, we avoided using types of fits with intolerably high variability. Taking the fit with the least error from the combination of Boundary fits at low damping ratios and Initial fits at high damping ratios also promised to be a reasonably accurate method for estimating the actual damping ratio and natural frequency of the data being fit. 
Peak versus CV windows
Having decided how to use the condition options, we then compared the two choices of window type, CV and Peak windows, to see whether either one gave more accurate values for natural frequency for the simulated data. The fits used in this comparison were only those with the Boundary condition at damping ratios up through .8, and the Initial condition at .9 and 1.0, and only those whose damping ratio was within +/-.1 of the simulation being fit. The percentage error in natural frequency values obtained using the two window types is shown in Figure 5 . Using these fits in an analysis of variance (with BMDP 4V), Peak windows gave significantly more accurate values (F=9.18, p<.01). However, again these results were skewed by the unrealistic accuracy of the Peak Initial fits. To avoid this problem, another analysis of variance was run using only the Boundary fits from the above data (i.e. within +/-.1 of the correct damping ratio for data at damping ratios 0 -0.8). In this analysis, fits using Peak windows still gave frequency values that were closer to the correct value, but the difference was only marginally significant (F=4.44, p<.04). Since both window types provided estimates of damping ratio to within .1 of the correct value of the simulations, and mean estimates of natural frequency within 10% of the correct value (when used in conjunction with the appropriate choice of Boundary or Initial condition depending on the damping ratio of the attempted fit), both were used in the analyses of the articulatory data described below, with the goal of investigating the kinds of differences in the results obtained in the two cases. 
ANALYSIS OF AcruAL ARTICULATORY DATA
Working with the simulated data enabled us to develop a technique for analyzing actual articulatory data with PARFIT. To summarize, a data file was fit with Boundary condition fits at 9 different damping ratios (0.0 -0.8) and with Initial condition fits at 2 damping ratios (0.9 and 1.0). Both window types (Peak and CV) were used, making a total of 22 fits per data file. The fit with the least error for each window type was selected. This analysis technique could then be used on measured articulatory data whose parameter values are, of course, unknown.
We wanted to know to what extent the parameters extracted by PARFIT provide a way to quantify the effects that linguistic factors such as stress, syllable position and vowel quality have on articulatory gestures, and whether these effects are revealed in the actual values of the parameters, or just in patterns that remain stable across, for example, different damping ratios. For instance, it is well known that unstressed gestures tend to be of shorter duration and show smaller movement amplitudes than stressed ones (e.g., Kent & Netsell, 1971; Kozhevnikov & Chistovich, 1965; Ostry, Keller, & Parush, 1983; Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982; Zawidzka, 1981) . PARFIT should reflect this tendency by assigning unstressed gestures higher frequency values, regardless of damping ratio. Primarily we were interested in how the linguistic factors and the type of window affected the values of natural frequency obtained from the least error fits. From the tests of the simulated data, we expected these results to be reasonably accurate.
Data collection
In the utterances whose movements would be analyzed by PARFIT, a small set of linguistic factors was varied, with two values for each factor, to enable comparison of the extracted parameters. The factors were stress, vowel quality, and the position of the individual gesture in the word. Gestures were identified as being either stressed or unstressed, and the words contained either Ial or Iii. The position of the gesture in the utterance was identified by the syllable with which it was associated and by its direction of movement (opening or closing). Differences associated with this factor might be related to final lengthening, which was expected to lower the frequency for gestures in the final syllable.
The articulatory movements studied were the vertical movements of the lower lip in space. One female speaker ofAmerican English was recorded, using a Selspot system with LEOs on the nose, upper lip, lower lip and chin. The speaker produced four utterances containing contrasts among the linguistic factors discussed above: ('bib~bibJ, ('babooabJ, [bib~'bibJ, and [baoo' babJ. The utterances were produced in the carrier phrase "It's a _ again." Eleven tokens of each were collected, except for the first utterance, for which fourteen tokens were collected. The data were recorded on an FM tape recorder, then sampled at 200 Hz. The trajectories were smoothed using a 25 ms triangular window.
For each token, the data curve representing the trajectory of the lower lip was divided into windows corresponding to the opening and closing gestures. Each window was marked in two ways, Peak and CV, as described in section 2.1. The edges of the CV windows were marked at points on the movement trajectory where the displacement from a movement extremum exceeded 0.58 mm. A sample utterance with the six windows marked is shown in Figure 6 In each utterance, stress fell on either the first full vowel (the first syllable) or the second full vowel (in the final syllable). The medial syllable was always reduced. If stress fell on the first vowel, gestures 1 through 3 (the opening into the first vowel through the opening into the schwa) were categorized as stressed, and gestures 4 through 6 (the closing out of the schwa through the closing out of the second full vowel) as unstressed. If stress was on the second full vowel, the first group of gestures was considered unstressed and the second stressed. Thus gestures for the medial schwa were categorized as stressed or unstressed depending on the neighboring syllable. This grouping, while not immediately obvious, was chosen because results from preliminary analyses of these data had shown that the stress effects for the two gestures for the schwa tended to pattern with their adjacent full vowel, not with each other. In the interest of reducing the complexity of the interactions, we decided to divide the stressed and unstressed portions of the utterance between the two gestures of the middle reduced syllable. In a similar fashion, all gestures in an utterance in which the full vowels were Iii were categorized with Iii, even though the gestures for the schwa were, of course, not directly involved in the production ofIii.
Peak-to-valley windows
We were mainly interested in the effects of the linguistic factors and Window Type on natural frequency. The least error fits were analyzed first, since they are the most accurate and should therefore provide the most accurate values for frequency. Then, the damping ratio was held constant at three different values (.2, .5, and .8).
The values for frequency that were provided at these three different damping ratios were compared to the values provided by the least error fits to see how much accuracy was lost by using a fixed damping ratio rather than allowing it to vary, as was done in the least error fits.
No analysis was done of the constant level parameter values. When the "target" of a movement is unknown, at any damping ratio less than critical damping the constant level becomes increasingly context-sensitive as the damping ratio lowers. In order to confirm that the movements showed the expected patterns in amplitude changes, measurements of the amplitude of the movements were made using the peak-to-valley windows. They showed that, as expected, stressed gestures had larger amplitude movements than unstressed (mean of 7.53 mm versus 5.45 mm). Full vowels had larger amplitude than schwa (8.52 versus 2.31 mm). The stressed gesture with the largest mean amplitude was the opening into the first full vowel (11.72 mm). The gesture with the smallest amplitude was the opening into the schwa when it followed an unstressed vowel (2.24 mm).
Analysis of least error fits
PARFIT fits were obtained for all windows of all data files, using both Peak and CV windows, at damping ratios from 0.0 to 1.0, using the Boundary condition at damping ratios of 0.0 to 0.8, and Initial condition above that, which were the conditions that had been shown to be preferred by the tests with simulated data. Each window in the articulatory data was assumed to correspond to the beginning of a new regime. The fit that had the least error was selected for each window of data and window type (Peak and CV). This means that within the same data file, the "least error fits" for different windows could have different damping ratios.
Analyses of variance using BMDP 4V were run on the extracted values for frequency and the damping ratios that gave the fits with the least error. Effects with p values below .05 were considered significant. Where main effects and interactions were significant, simple main effects were run to test the extent to which the significance held up in all conditions. In certain cases, post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests were also used.
All the gestures were fit quite accurately by the damping ratio with the least error. In calculating the mean squared error, the amplitude ofthe data was normalized to be between -1 and 1. Although the size of error of these fits varied among the gestures, the mean errors for all the gestures fell in the same order of magnitude. The gesture with the smallest error was the closing out of the first full vowel (syllable 1), with mean squared error of .00012. The largest was the opening into the first full vowel (syllable 1), with a mean of .00059. Overall, opening gestures had larger mean squared error than closing gestures, .00040 for opening and .00019 for closing. This difference was significant overall in an analysis of variance, (F=78.43, p<.OOl), but was also involved in numerous interactions.
3.2.1 Natural frequency and phase angle 3.2.1.1 Results
Frequency. The extracted values for natural frequency, which were constrained to be between oand 20 Hz (see section 2.2), ranged in the least error fits from 1.84 Hz (for a stressed opening gesture into the final full vowel, in syllable 3) to 12.56 Hz (for an unstressed opening gesture into the schwa, in syllable 2). For natural frequency, the main effects of Syllable, Direction, Stress, and Window Type were significant overall, but each interacted with other factors. These will be examined individually. The main effect of Vowel did not reach significance. The F-values, degrees of freedom, and significance levels for this analysis are given in' Figure 7 .
• Syllable 1 The main effect of Direction (opening/closing) on natural frequency was significant overall, and the following interactions were significant: Direction x Syllable, Direction x Stress, Direction x Window, Direction x Syllable x Stress, Direction x Syllable x Vowel, and Direction x Syllable x Window. However, simple main effects showed that because of the interaction of Syllable and Direction, the significance of Direction held only in the syllables with full vowels (syllables 1 and 3). In these syllables, the frequency of closing gestures was significantly higher than of opening gestures, as can be seen in Figure 8 . The difference between the two directions was not significant in the reduced middle syllable.
The interaction of Syllable x Direction, which corresponds to the effect of individual gestures, was also significant everywhere. Newman-Keuls tests showed that significant differences existed between three groups of these gestures, plotted in Figure 8 . The lowest frequency gestures, labeled Group A, were the opening gestures for the two full vowels. Group B, with frequency significantly higher than Group A, is the closing gesture of the final syllable. The remaining gestures, Group C, generally associated with the schwa, had frequency values significantly higher than Groups A and B. This means, then, that the frequencies of the opening gestures for the full vowels (syllables 1 and 3) were significantly lower than the frequency of the opening gesture of the schwa (syllable 2), while the final closing gesture (syllable 3) has a lower frequency than the other closing gestures.
Stress was also significant overall, with the following interactions: Stress x Syllable, Stress x Direction, Stress x Vowel, Stress x Window, and Stress x Syllable x Direction. The main effect of Stress on natural frequency was significant in the first two syllables. In Figure 9 it can be seen that all stressed syllables had lower frequency values than the corresponding unstressed syllables, but in the final syllable this difference was so small that it was not significant statistically. This result is consistent with the results of acoustic experiments showing that final unstressed syllables can be as long as final stressed ones (Oller, 1973) . Recall that in syllable 2, where the vowel was a schwa, stress was assigned to individual gestures, not to the syllable as a whole. The opening gesture in syllable 2 was considered stressed when it followed a stressed vowel, and the closing gesture was considered stressed when it preceded a stressed vowel. Thus the gestures in syllable 2 were never both stressed or both unstressed within the same utterance. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the effect of Stress (higher frequency for unstressed) was much greater in the closing gesture of syllable 2 than in the opening gesture of the same syllable. However, all gestures had higher frequency when unstressed, even where the effect of Stress was not significant, as in syllable 3. There was also a significant interaction of Stress x Vowel, such that the tendency of unstressed gestures to have higher frequencies than stressed gestures was amplified in utterances with the vowel Ia! compared to utterances with Ii/.
The effect ofWindow Type on natural frequency, which was significant overall, was involved in the interactions Window x Direction, Window x Stress, and Window x Direction x Syllable. The main effect of Window Type was found, by using simple main effects, to be significant only in opening gestures. Higher frequency values were obtained using CV windows in both opening and closing gestures, but the difference between the two window types was significant only in opening gestures. These values are plotted in Figure 11 . Although the interaction of Window x Direction x Syllable did not change the significance of the main effect of Window, it did affect some of the patterns found among individual gestures. Recall that the overall pattern was for opening gestures to have lower frequencies than the closing gestures within the same syllable. This effect was changed by Window Type in the middle syllable (see Figure 12 ). When analyzed with Peak windows, as expected the frequency of the opening gesture (5.44 Hz) was lower than of the closing gesture (7.58 Hz). However, the reverse was true when this middle syllable was analyzed with CV windows. The closing gesture for the middle syllable was also unique in having a higher frequency with Peak windows than with CV windows.
Phase angle. Phase angle was investigated primarily as a further confirmation that the analyses were sensible, rather than as a research question. In general, the relation between natural frequency and phase angle was that expected (see section 2.2). First, the average phase angle was 187 degrees, which means that the movements were being analyzed as being approximately half a cycle, as intended. Table 4 lists the phase angles by Syllable position, Direction, and Window Type. Second, there was a strong tendency for phase angle to be larger when the frequency was higher. This was true in particular for Stress, Direction, and Window Type, all of which had significant effects on phase angle as well as on frequency; moreover, as for frequency, Vowel did not have a significant effect on phase angle. The effect of Syllable position on phase angle, however, was the reverse of its effect on frequency in those limited environments in which it was significant. Since a number of 2-way and 3-way interactions were significant for all the main effects of phase angle, simple main effects were performed using the same strategy as for the frequency, with the following results. Stress had a significant effect on phase angle in syllables 1 and 2 (but not in syllable 3), and in closing gestures using CV windows; on the average, unstressed movements were analyzed as having larger phase angles than stressed movements (unstressed versus stressed: in syllables 1 and 2, 194 versus 179 degrees; in closing gestures using CV windows, 229 versus 201 degrees). Direction had a significant effect on phase angle everywhere except in the stressed CV condition and except in the second syllable of words containing Iii; on the average, closing gestures had larger phase angles than opening gestures (203 versus 172 degrees). The effect of Window Type on phase angle was significant everywhere; on the average, CV windows had larger phase angles than Peak windows (205 versus 169 degrees). The effect of Syllable position was significant only in restricted environments: for stressed gestures, for closing gestures in words with Iii, and for opening gestures in words with Ia!. In these environments, it showed the reverse order for phase angle (syllable 3 >= syllable 1 >= 
Discussion
The values for natural frequency provided by the least error fits were expected to show patterns in the linguistic factors that reflect the kinematic properties of the utterances. For example, since the gestures associated with the reduced syllable (syllable 2) have a shorter duration and smaller displacement than gestures in other syllables, they were expected to have a higher frequency than those associated with the full vowel syllables (syllables 1 and 3), as was indeed the case. Moreover, the final syllable had the lowest frequency. This could be a consequence either of lengthening at the end of the utterance, which would tend to lower the frequency of the final syllable, or a consequence of the closing gesture in the first syllable closing into a reduced syllable, thereby increasing the frequency of the first syllable.
The analysis of the effects of individual gestures (the interaction Syllable x Direction) suggested that both sources of syllable differences may be important. Not only the two gestures associated with syllable 2, but also the closing gesture of syllable 1, immediately preceding the reduced syllable, had significantly higher frequencies than the other gestures. As might be expected from an articulatory perspective, the movement into the reduced syllable grouped with the patterns of the movements within the syllable. The high frequency of the closing gesture of syllable 1 is also at least partly attributable to the overall higher frequency of the closing gestures in the full vowel syllables compared to the frequency of the opening gestures of those syllables, a result that is consistent with the steeper Peak velocity/Displacement slopes that Kelso et a1. (1985) and VatikiotisBateson (1988) found to be characteristic of closing gestures compared to opening gestures.
Significantly lower frequencies were obtained in the stressed condition than in the unstressed condition in the first two syllables, as was expected from the results obtained by Browman and Goldstein (1985) , Kelso et a1. (1985) , and Vatikiotis-Bateson (1988) . In the final syllable, however, while the effect of Stress was still to lower the frequency in the stressed condition as compared to unstressed, the difference between stressed and unstressed was not significant, probably because the frequency of the final unstressed syllable was also lower (compared to the other unstressed syllables). As noted above, this is consistent with final lengthening.
The patterns for phase angle were generally similar to the patterns for natural frequency, with those conditions analyzed as having higher frequency also analyzed as having a larger phase angle. Thus, unstressed gestures in non-final syllables were generally analyzed as consisting of a larger portion of a higher frequency cycle than stressed gestures in non-final syllables. Similarly, closing gestures were analyzed as being a larger portion of a higher frequency cycle than the opening gesture in the same syllable (at least for syllables with full vowels). And CV windows resulted in analyses showing larger portions of higher frequency cycles than Peak windows (at least for opening movements). While there were trends in Syllable position in which the higher frequency syllables were analyzed as consisting of larger portions of the cycle, in the limited environments in which phase angle significantly differed there was an inverse relation between frequency and phase angle.
Looking at how the patterns for natural frequency were affected by Window Type, in general they were the same regardless of the choice of Window Type, with two exceptions. First, absolute values of both frequencies and phase angles differed between the two Window Types in that analyses using CV windows gave larger portions of higher frequency curves than analyses using Peak windows. (The limitation of significance to opening gestures for the frequency effect was likely due entirely to the reversal in the closing gesture of the reduced syllable 2 observable in Figure 12 . We will argue below that this gesture is generally anomalous.) Since nothing about the curve itself had changed between the CV and Peak analyses, but rather only the particular section of the curve being considered, presumably the primary difference between the two windows was in the phase angle or portion of the cycle, with the natural frequency difference being effectively an artifact of the analysis procedure, given the difference in phase angle.
The second way in which frequency was affected by Window Type was the relative frequencies of opening and closing gestures in the reduced syllable 2. Although in general closing gestures were analyzed as being larger portions of higher frequency cycles, the frequency effect was reversed when the reduced syllable was analyzed using CV windows (see Figure 12) . Put another way, in the reduced closing gesture the relation between Peak and CV frequencies was reversed from the relation for the other gestures. This reversal of frequency may be the cause of the limitation of significance for the effect on frequency both of Direction and of Window Type.
Symmetry considerations suggest that the anomaly probably lies in the CV analysis of the reduced closing gesture returning a lower frequency than expected. Thus, in Figure 12 , ifthe general open/close and peakJCV patterns were to apply to the closing gesture in the reduced syllable Because of these interactions, the effect of Syllable on the damping ratio was significant only in closing gestures with Peak windows. This can be seen in Figure 13 , in which it is apparent that the significance was due primarily to the closing gesture of the middle reduced syllable, which had a much higher damping ratio than the closing gestures of the other syllables. However, the opening gestures analyzed with Peak windows all had approximately the same damping ratio. With CV windows, the different syllables had similar mean damping ratios. . 
.2 Damping ratio in the least error fits
The results above showed that the natural frequency values extracted by PARFIT do, in the best case (the least error fits) reflect the effects of factors such as stress systematically and in correspondence with previously established results. Since our tests with the simulated data had suggested that the least error fits could be used to estimate the true damping ratio within +/-.1, we were interested to see if there were any patterns of the damping ratios of the least error fits analogous to those of the frequency values associated with them. Recall that, since each window was assumed to be the beginning of a new regime, a single data file (6 windows) could be fit with as many as 6 different damping ratios. Thus the choices of damping ratio that were selected by the least error could show the effects of the linguistic factors and of the type of window.
Results
The mean damping ratio for all the least error fits was .13, with values ranging from .0 to .57 across the categories defined by the factors. The factors had less systematic effects on the damping ratios than on the extracted values for natural frequency. The F-values, degrees of freedom, and significance levels for the analysis of variance of damping ratio are listed in Table 5 . As in natural frequency, the main effects of Syllable, Direction, and Stress were significant overall. Unlike the natural frequency results, for damping ratio the main effect of Vowel was significant overall, but Window Type was not. Since all the main effects were involved in interactions, simple main effects analyses were run, which showed that in fact all of them were significant only in limited environments. Direction had the following interactions: Direction x Syllable, Direction x Stress, Direction x Vowel, Direction x Window, Direction x Syllable x Window, Direction x Stress x Window, and Direction x Syllable x Vowel x Window. The main effect of Direction on damping ratio was significant only in CV windows, and with Peak windows in syllable 2 (the reduced syllable). This can be seen in Figure 13 , where the closing gestures can be seen to have higher damping ratios than the corresponding opening gestures in these instances. There was no significant difference, with Peak windows, in the damping ratios of the opening and closing gestures in the full vowel syllables (syllables 1 and 3).
-----------------------,
Simple main effects showed that the interaction of Syllable x Direction, which compares individual gestures, was significant in Peak but not CV windows. Most of the variation in CV windows resulted from the effect of Direction, so the interaction with Syllable was not significant. but in Peak windows the reduced middle syllable showed a different pattern than the syllables with full vowels, resulting in a significant interaction between Syllable and Direction. Post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests showed that, in Peak windows, the damping ratio of the closing gesture of the middle syllable was significantly higher than the damping ratio of any other gesture; the other gestures did not differ significantly from one another. This can also be seen in Figure 13 .
Because of the interactions of Stress x Direction, Stress x Window, Stress x Syllable x Window, Stress x Direction x Window, and Stress x Vowel x Window, the main effect of Stress on damping ratio was significant only in closing gestures analyzed with CV windows. As can be seen in Figure 14 , in this case alone, unstressed gestures had much higher damping ratios than stressed gestures. However, elsewhere Stress did not significantly affect the damping ratio.
The main effect of Vowel was shown, using simple main effects, to be significant only in limited instances. Its interactions were Vowel x Direction, Vowel x Stress x Window, and Vowel x Syllable x Direction x Window. Words with the vowel Iii had significantly higher damping ratio than words with Ia! in stressed gestures with CV windows and in unstressed ones with Peak windows. This effect can be seen in Figure 15 . The effect of vowel quality was also significant in the closing gestures of the first and last syllables when analyzed with CV windows, where gestures in words with lif (which has smaller amplitude movement) had significantly higher damping ratios than in the corresponding words with Ia!.
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Discussion
Assuming that the fixed damping ratios that gave the least error for the articulatory data gave estimates of the true damping ratio of the data that were approximately as accurate as those of the simulated data, the analyses of these damping ratios showed that, in general, neither the linguistic factors nor the Window Type had much effect on the damping ratio. Much of the time there simply was little difference among different environments, with the damping ratio averaging around 0.1. Moreover, the few significant differences were found in much more limited environments than those that held for natural frequency.
In particular, unlike the case for natural frequency, Stress had no systematic effect on damping ratio, and neither did Window Type, while Vowel had some effect on damping ratio but none on frequency. Moreover, the very limited Syllable effect on damping ratio presumably was due solely to a single gesture, the closing gesture in the reduced syllable 2, which had a much higher damping ratio (.49) when analyzed using Peak windows. Direction was the only factor to affect both damping ratio and frequency.
These results can be related to the general characteristics of the shape of the observed articulatory curve being analyzed. In so doing, it appears that the results may indeed be suggestive of underlying causes. Consider first the effect of Window Type. The CV window contained the curved, or flattened, portion at the end of the movement, while the Peak window contained only a bit of this curved portion. Since a curve that flattens out as it approaches the end of the movement can be associated with a higher damping ratio (see Figure 1) , the flat portion at the end of the CV windows might have been analyzed as a higher damping ratio, but it was not. There was no significant difference in damping ratio between the Window Types. Rather, the difference between Window Types resided in the CV windows being analyzed as being a larger portion of the curve than the Peak windows, as evidenced by phase, with the curve additionally being significantly higher frequency (at least in opening gestures).
Stress also did not affect damping ratio, but only the frequency. That is, the larger amplitude, slower stressed movements were analyzed as being a smaller portion of a lower frequency curve than unstressed movements (when they were nonfinal), but not as differing in damping ratio. The only exception was in the comparatively highly damped closing gestures, when analyzed using CV windows that saw the entire compression: in these gestures, unstressed movements were analyzed as being significantly more damped than stressed movements, as well as higher frequency.
In general, with one exception (discussed below), damping ratio differences were analyzed as occurring only in those situations in which they might reasonably be expected to occur on physical grounds. One situation in which damping ratio was analyzed as being increased was for the vowel with relatively little movement (Iii), which was sporadically analyzed as having a higher damping ratio than the vowel with relatively great movement (la/). The second situation was the increased damping ratio for closing gestures (relative to opening gestures) when analyzed using CV windows (the effect of Direction). That is, the damping ratio was analyzed as being increased when the window of analysis included a flatter portion at the end of the window such as that observed during the probable compression of the lips during bilabial closure. The CV Window Type presumably contributed to the detection of this effect by including more of the compressed portion of the curve. However, the inclusion of more of the flatter portion of the curve did not significantly change the effects of the linguistic factors on the frequency analyses. To recapitulate, then, in addition to being more highly damped in CV windows, closing gestures were analyzed as being larger portions of higher frequency cycles, compared to opening gestures, for both Window Types (although the anomalous closing gesture in the reduced syllable 2 limited the significance of the Direction effect on frequency).
Unlike the results obtained for frequency, where Gesture (Syllable x Direction) was significant overall, with three groups of gestures having different frequency values, for damping ratio only one gesture (the closing gesture of the reduced syllable 2) differed significantly from the others, and that only when analyzed with Peak windows. We suggested above that this gesture also caused the limited Syllable position effects on damping ratio that were observed, as well as serving to limit the significance of the frequency analyses for Direction and Window Type. Here we argue that this gesture, which appeared to be anomalous in general, represented the only situation in which . an analysis of increased damping ratio probably did not reflect a physical cause. That is, we will argue that in this case, the increased damping . ratio is an artifact of the analysis technique rather than an attribute of the data.
The closing gesture in syllable 2 differed from the other two closing gestures in that it alone was followed by a non-reduced syllable. Thus, the peak. that it closed into had the characteristics of initial consonants in non-reduced syllables, which included a broader peak. than in the reduced syllable (see Figure 6 ). When a Peak window was used, this broader peak. was was apparently interpreted as the flattening associated with increased damping ratio; however, when a CV window was used, the broader peak seems to have been interpreted as the broadening associated with decreased frequency. Such an interpretation is supported by further analysis showing that stress (which generally broadened the peaks) increased the damping ratio for only this gesture, and only when it was analyzed using a Peak. window. Note that the phase angle for the closing gesture in the reduced syllable 2, when analyzed using a CV window, was considerably smaller than the phase angles in syllables 1 and 3, unlike the Peak analysis. That is, given the short, small amplitude movement of the closing gesture in syllable 2, the flattish peak occupied a substantial proportion of the overall duration in the CV analysis; in this case the curve within the window was analyzed as a smaller portion of a lower frequency cycle.
Since we know that in general, the non-reduced syllables were significantly lower in frequency than the reduced syllable, but did not differ in damping ratio, the CV analysis appears to be more in tune with the overall results. That is, the CV analysis reflects the effect of the following syllable on the closing gesture into that syllable more than the Peak analysis. However, in both the Peak and CV windows, the curve being investigated in this syllable 2 closing gesture shares attributes ofboth the reduced syllable 2 (in the moving portion) and the non-reduced syllable 3 (in the extremum portion). Therefore, another type of window might be usefully investigated, perhaps one that, like the CV window, includes an entire position extremum in a single window, but that includes the preceding extremum, rather than the following.
In terms of the windows investigated in the current work, the Peak windows appear to be appropriate for investigations that are not interested in damping ratio. That is, analyses using Peak. windows showed highly regular linguistic effects on frequency, and basically no linguistic effects on damping ratio (except for the anomalous gesture), which indeed was' close to being undamped. This is very encouraging for the accuracy and validity of those published articulatory analyses that ignore damping ratio and use Peak windows. However, if information on damping is desired, then CV windows, or some variant in which all contiguous extremum information is analyzed in the same window, are better employed, since the CV-type windows appear to allow differences in damping to be picked up that are not apparent in Peak analyses. If CV windows are used, then the phase angle must be sharply watched, since a window that includes information from two under.-lying control regimes may return anomalous frequency information.
3.3 Patterns in natural frequency using constant damping ratios
It is on occasion desirable to introduce further constraints on the data analysis procedure, either for theoretical or pragmatic reasons. One constraint we wished to explore because of our modelling work was the assumption of a single constant damping ratio throughout. If such an assumption were made, presumably the natural frequency would be estimated less accurately. However, while the frequency values might differ, the effects of the different statistical factors might prove to be robust enough to remain significant even when the damping ratio was held constant. In such a case, even if the extracted parameter values were somewhat inaccurate, comparisons among extracted values would still be valuable if the main statistical effects remained significant. Further tests were done, then, to' see how much the main effects changed when the damping ratio was held constant and thus presumably the natural frequency estimated less accurately. That is we wished to see how much information was , lost when a single damping ratio was used to fit all the data, not the different damping ratios that gave the least error in each window.
Three sets of fits were made in which every window of every data file was fit using a single fixed damping ratio. The damping ratios used were .2, .5, and .8, chosen to sample the range 0.0 to 1.0 that had been used to find the least error fits. Since the mean damping ratio overall was .13, the best results for a single fIXed damping ratio were expected to occur at .2. All of these fits were made using the Boundary condition. The same statistical procedures were followed for the three fixed damping ratios as for the least error fits.
Results
As the fixed damping ratio increased, so did the mean values obtained for natural frequency. Table  6 shows these values at the different damping post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests to be significantly different from each other syllable. Although the fits at damping ratio of .8 showed the same trends as the other damping ratios, the effect of Syllable did not reach significance, because the frequency values for the individual syllables were much closer together than at the lower damping ratios. To summarize, regardless of damping ratio the order of the syllables' frequencies was identical to that found with the least error fits. ratios. Not only did the mean frequency increase, but the statistical significance of the factors was somewhat reduced as the damping ratio increased, particularly for the .8 fits. However, the results exhibited the same basic patterns among the frequency values for all the fits. The results of the ANOVAs run at each of the fixed damping ratios are shown in Table 3 in the rightmost three columns. Simple main effects analyses were run for each damping ratio to determine the environments in which the linguistic factors and Window Type significantly affected the estimate of frequency. Table 7 summarizes the results of these analyses, comparing them to the least error analysis.
As summarized in Table 7 and as can be seen in Figure 7 , Syllable was significant everywhere in the fits at damping ratios of .2 and .5, as in the least error fits. Likewise, at both of these damping ratios, each syllable's frequency was shown by As can also be seen in Table 7 , the environments in which the main effect of Direction was significant were basically the same for the .2 and .5 fits and the least error fits. In all three fits, Direction was significant in syllables 1 and 3 but not in syllable 2, although the details for syllable 2 differed. In particular, for the .2 and .5 fits, the relation between the opening and closing gestures of the reduced syllable 2 reversed in words with the vowel Iii. The .2 fits also differed slightly in that the Window Type affected the significance of Direction for them, but not for the .5 or least error fits. As with Syllable, the .8 fits showed the same trends for Direction as in the fits for lower damping ratios, but the significance was limited, in this case to only a few environments that were not a simple subset of the environments at the lower damping ratios. Thus, for Direction, the general tendency at all damping ratios was for opening gestures to have a lower frequency than closing gestures.
The interaction Syllable x Direction, which corresponds to the effect of Gesture, was significant everywhere at damping ratios of .2 and .5, as it was in the fits with least error. Post-hoc NewmanKeuls tests were run for each damping ratio to determine which gestures were significantly different from each other. The results of these tests are shown in Figures 16 (.2 ) and 17 (.5). The pattern of significance for the .2 fits was the same as for the least error fits (illustrated in Figure 8) , except that the frequency of the opening gesture for the reduced syllable 2, labeled E in Figure 16 , was significantly higher than that of any other gesture, but the frequency of the closing gesture for the same syllable, labeled C, was not significantly different from the frequency of the final closing gesture, labeled B. The pattern found at .5 was also very similar to what was found in the .2 and the least error fits. Each letter in Figure 17 indicates a gesture or group of gestures whose frequencies differ significantly from every other group. However, for .8 fits, Gesture (Syllable x Direction) was not significant everywhere, so no Newman-Keuls tests were made of the differences among individual gestures. Nonetheless the overall pattern among the frequency values for the individual gestures was similar to the other damping ratios. These values are shown in Figure  18 , so that they can be compared to the results of the lower damping ratios. For Stress as for the other main effects, the results obtained from the fits at .2 and .5 damping ratios were very similar to the results obtained from the least error fits. Frequency in the stressed condition was significantly lower than in the unstressed in the first two syllables of the utterance in the least error, the .2 and the .5 fits. In the .5 fits, the significance of Stress was limited by Vowel quality, as Stress was significant with both vowels in closing gestures, but in opening gestures only when the full vowel was tal. In contrast to the lower damping ratios, in the fits at .8 Stress was significant overall. This change seems to reflect a loss in the distinction between the first two syllables of the utterance, where the effect of Stress is robust, and the final syllable, where the difference between stressed and unstressed vanished at the lower damping ratios.
Natural frequency was not significantly affected by the factor of Vowel at any damping ratio. As in the fits with the least error, in the .2 damping ratio fits, only in opening gestures were the frequency values significantly different when analyzed with Peak windows than with CV windows. (Compare Figure 19 to Figure 12. ) In contrast, in the .5 fits (Figure 20 ) the effect of Window Type was significant everywhere; the mean frequency with Peak windows was lower than that for CV windows. In the .8 fits (Figure  21) , as was the case with the linguistic factors, Window Type was significant in more limited environments than it was at lower damping ratios. Thus Window Type represented a slight divergence of the .8 fits from the lower damping ratios, although the overall pattern among the values was still much the same. ...
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-Cii .. The gesture that was anomalous in the least error fits-the closing gesture in the reduced syllable 2-remained anomalous in the .2 and .8 fits, but was anomalous in the .5 fits only so far as the opening/closing pattern, as can be seen in Figures 12 (least error) , 19 (.2), 20 (.5), and 21 (.8). In this gesture, the least error, .2, (and .8, although here significance was severely limited) fits had higher frequencies for Peak analyses than for CV analyses, which was the reverse of the normal PeaklCV relation. The .5 fit differed from the other fits for this gesture in that the analysis with Peak windows returned lower frequencies than the analysis with CV windows. However, the .5 fit was similar to the other fits for this gesture in that this closing gesture had lower frequency than the opening gesture in the same reduced syllable when analyzed with a CV window, unlike the normal pattern in which closing gestures had higher frequency.
Discussion
A1; the damping ratio of the fit was increased, higher natural frequency values were typically obtained, as expected. That is, when analyzing a given movement trace or curve, the observed frequency is always the same. A given observed frequency can be obtained through various combinations of natural frequency and damping. Decreasing the natural frequency or increasing the damping will both decrease the observed frequency (see equation (4) in the introduction). However, in the different analyses described above, the observed frequency remained the same as the damping ratios changed in the fits. Therefore, as the damping ratio was increased, the natural frequency must perforce increase in order to achieve the same observed frequency. The fact that the program behaved in this way is further confirmation that it is behaving sensibly, rather than a result. However, it also means that the absolute values of any natural frequencies returned from an analysis of this type are unlikely to be an accurate characterization of the data unless the damping ratio used is close to the correct value.
The effects of the linguistic factors on the natural frequency, however, appeared to be robust across the damping ratios, with only a decrease in the stability of the statistical significance when the damping ratio was increased to .8, a value very different from the average damping ratio of the data (.13) as determined by the least error fits. That is, it appears that using an inappropriate damping ratio did not alter the patterns of natural frequency values, but rather made some of them harder to discern. The patterns that held at all the damping ratios included the following:
(1) The frequencies of the three syllables of the utterance were in the same order: syllable 3 the lowest, then 1, then 2 (the reduced syllable).
(2) Opening gestures tended to have lower frequencies than closing gestures.
(3) Stressed gestures tended to have lower frequencies than unstressed gestures, especially in non-final syllables.
(4) Peak windows tended to have lower frequencies than CV windows.
(5) The closing gesture of syllable 1 tended to group with the gestures of the reduced syllable 2 in having high frequencies.
The size of the effects changed somewhat among the different sets of fits, with the .8 fits usually having the smallest and therefore statistically least robust effects. The reduced significance in the statistical results at .8 was due at least in part to the fact that these fits were characterized by much greater variability than at the lower damping ratios. For example, Figure 22 shows the standard deviations for the frequency values of the individual syllables. Although the standard deviation did increase from .2 to .5, a much larger increase occurred between .5 and .8. This increase in variability would have contributed to the more limited significance of the factors.
One example of a major change in significance between the lower damping ratios and .8 was the effect of Syllable. This was significant in the least error fits and at .2 and .5, but not at .8. This change could have resulted from the increase in variability, but also from smailer differences among the frequency values for the various syllables at .8 (shown in Figure 7) , possibly due in turn to the relatively high frequencies. Another example of a change in significance involved the change of the Stress effect in the final syllable for the .8 fits. In the .2 fits and the .5 fits, the effect of Stress (lower frequency for stressed relative to unstressed) was, as in the least error fits, limited to the first two syllables of the utterance, presumably because final lengthening reduced this distinction in the last syllable. This contrast between the first two syllables, which had a stress distinction, and the final syllable, which did not, vanished in the .8 fits, in which the effect of Stress was regularized to be the same in all syllables. This change may have resulted from the less accurate fits at .8 not capturing the final lengthening that distinguished the fmal syllable; this loss of final lengthening might also contribute to the loss of significance of Syllable position in the .8 fits.
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SUMMARY
We have described a set of procedures for analyzing articulatory movement data, under the assumption that such data can be characterized in terms of a linear second-order dynamical system. In addition, we have presented some results of articulatory analyses performed following these procedures.
Given that a particular curve can be fit reasonably well by a number of different parameter sets, it was necessary to develop procedures for selecting among possible parameters, and to test the reasonableness of the parameters returned by these procedures. Two important components of the procedures developed involved constraining the range of possible values of the parameters and reducing the degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom were reduced by utilizing some constraining conditions based on selected values of the data, by holding the damping ratio constant and using a least error procedure to select the best fit, and by restricting the combinations of constraining conditions and damping ratios to those with minimal error and/or variance for simulated data.
For the simulated data, these procedures returned values for the damping ratio that were within +/-.1 of the correct damping ratio, and values for natural frequency that were within 5% of the correct value, on the average.
When the above procedures were applied to measured articulatory data, in particular to the movements of the lower lip, most of the resulting parameter values appeared to reflect attributes of the data; in a few cases, the returned values appeared to be artifacts of the analysis procedure or the type of analysis window. The increased natural frequencies associated with the CV windows (over Peak windows) and with the higher fixed damping ratios (over lower fixed damping ratios) are the two primary examples of parameter values that are analysis artifacts rather than attributes of the data. In addition, the similarity between frequency and phase angle effects, such that increased frequency tends to co-occur with larger phase angles, may also be an artifact of the analysis procedure.
The effects of the linguistic factors on the natural frequency were remarkably robust across the various damping ratio assumptions (least error or fixed at .2, .5, .8), and the effects reflected those expected on the basis of other studies. Natural frequency was lower for stressed gestures than for unstressed gestures, even when the damping ratio of the fit (held fixed) was very far away from the least error damping ratio. In general, natural frequency was lower for opening than for closing gestures, even when the damping ratio was highly inappropriate. Among the syllables, the natural frequency was highest for the reduced syllable and lowest for the final syllable across all damping ratios. In addition to these results expected on the basis of other studies, closing gestures tended to show characteristics of the following syllable. This was particularly true for the closing gesture out of the first syllable into the second (reduced) syllable, and also played a role in creating apparent anomalies in the behavior of the closing gesture out of the second (reduced) syllable into the last syllable.
The robustness of the effect of the linguistic factors on natural frequency across damping ratios has several possible implications. From a purely methodological perspective, of course, it is very encouraging. That is, for these data little information was lost by analyzing all the data at a single damping ratio, even when that damping ratio was arbitrarily chosen, since the patterns remained even when the statistical significance weakened. Thus the patterns found by PARFIT were not dependent on the "best" fits being used, but could be generalized to fits at other damping ratios. Such a finding is not only helpful for the purposes of the modelling procedure for which PARFIT was originally developed (which assumes a fixed damping ratio throughout), but also is encouraging in general about the potential reliability of the linguistic effects on natural frequency.
The robustness of the frequency effects across various fixed damping ratios might also partially reflect an inherent lack of effect on the damping ratio by the linguistic factors. That is, if the damping ratio does not inherently vary much, then analyses at fixed damping ratios would not potentially introduce errors due to their fIXedness, but only due to their inappropriate numerical values. Certainly for these data, the linguistic factors did not affect the damping ratio much: the damping ratio for the least error fits rarely differed systematically from its average value of 0.13, The primary significant increase in damping was fGund in CV windows for closing gestures, and could presumably be attributed to compression of the lips during the bilabial closures.
The fact that significant damping ratio differences were detected primarily in CV windows highlights the fact that the choice of analysis window can significantly affect the results obtained. Since virtually all analyses of articulatory movement rely on measuring particular portions of movement trajectories, any difference that arises solely from the method of partitioning the trajectory has important consequences. In general, the effects of the linguistic factors on natural frequency were the same for the two window types (which also serves as a further indication of the robustness of the effects of the linguistic factors on natural frequency). However, one gesture, the closing gesture out of the reduced second syllable into a following non-reduced syllable, showed very different results depending on the type of window used. That is, the difference between the portion of movement captured in a CV window and in a Peak window resulted in a significantly different estimate of natural frequency for the closing gesture in a reduced syllable, and in only the CV windows being sensitive to the increased damping ratio of closing gestures in general.
Further work is needed to investigate the effect of different window types. Siilce only analyses using windows that contain an entire extremum are apparently able to pick up damping ratio differences, it might be useful to compare windows in which the extrema are at the beginning to those in which the extrema are at the end (the CV windows in the current analyses). Further· analysis of other articulators is also needed to determine whether the results shown here are general characterizations for all articulators. We would expect the frequency patterns (although not necessarily the absolute values) to be robust across articulators, but different articulators might well show different characteristic damping ratio behaviors. The procedures developed for the use of PARFIT appear to be reliable and accurate enough to warrant these further studies.
